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Short Communication

Since the time of Hippocrates, medical training has based itself
upon the scientific discoveries of each era, as well as on the roles that
doctors have played in each society according to the prevailing beliefs,
norms, and social and economic trends of each period. Although the
emergence of universities during the Middle Ages allowed for the
standardization of medical training to a certain extent, medical
training in general and obstetrics and gynecology in particular have
frequently been subjects of debate. A doctor's training is undertaken
with the purpose of acquiring the necessary theoretical knowledge
regarding the different causes of disease, as well as the abilities needed
in order to conduct diagnoses and to apply appropriate treatments; in
other words, it consists of the theoretical and practical development of
medicine.

need to train with patients' right to privacy, and to make a
determination regarding the participation of personnel undergoing
training in obstetrics or gynecology, which frequently involves the
examination of the genital areas [2]. Obtaining consent from patients
in order to be examined by students, even when done under general
anesthesia, is considered an indispensable ethical requirement, as is
evidenced in a variety of fields [3,4]. This requirement conditions not
only the acquisition of basic competencies within the specialty, but
also the way in which the faculty evaluates them. Women's health care
professionals have to provide the means so that the environment in
which medical procedures take place is favorable to the necessary
consent of a patient to a medical student's supervised intervention.
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